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BRIDGEWATER COMMENT

A VOICE. ON • THE BOARD

compensation except that they
BOSTON ... This summer a bill
shall
be
reimbursed
for
was passed which provided
necessary expenses incurred in
students with a vote on the
to
and
from
travelling
Board of Trustees, for certain
commission meetings."
institutions. One of these is the
These laws govern the
Board of Trustees for the State
functioning of the advisory
Colleges. One student shall serve
commission and their appointing
directly with the eleven other
of a chairman. There is also a
members of this body.
law which provides for an
The
law
reads
as
elections committee, to set up
follows:SECTlON 20 AThere
shall pe' a board of trustees of the rules for the creation of the
student advisory committee.
State Colleges consisting of the
as
This
law
reads
chairman of the student advisory
commission to the' Board of follows:SECTlON 8 This is
hereby established an elections
Trustees of State Colleges and
committee
consisting
of
eleven otner members, residents
members to be
pf the Commonwealth, to be seventeen
appointed by the governor, three
appointed by the governor at
least two of whom shall be of whom shall be students
enrolled in institutions under the
women.
In SECTION 20 C it jurisdiction of the trustees of
explains the set-up of this state colleges, two of whom shall
commission:
be members of the student
There shall be a student bodies
at
Southeastern
advisory commISSlon to the Massachusetts University and
board of Trustees of State Lowell Technological Institute
Colleges consisting of one and three of whom shall be
elected representative from the members of the student bodies
student body at each of the at the two campuses of the
institutions
under
the University of Massachusetts at
jurisdiction of the said board. least one of whom shall be
The term of office of each selected
from
the Boston
member of said commission shall Campus, and six of whom shall
be one year.
be persons with a.. special interest
No person shall be eligible or background in the field of
to be elected to the commission higher
education.
In
the
unless at the time of his election appointment
of
student
he is enrolled as a student at an members, due consideration
institution under the jurisdiction shall
be
given
to
the
of this board.
appointment of persons holding
If at any time during his elective posts . at the several
term of office a member of said institutions.
commission ceases to be so
The
committee
shall
enrolled, his membership shall
forthwith
promulgate
terminated
'
and
his
position
be
procedures
whereby
each
shall be so deemed vacant.
A . vacancy prior to the institution shall elect a student
expiration of a term shall . be
filled for the remainder of the
term by a person appointed by
by Robert Mancini
the chairman of the commission
Among the many tendencies
provided that the person so
of youth the one thing that
appointed shall be one who is
stands out the most · is their
enrolled as a student in the same
constant faith in idealism. That
institution represented by his
confidence in· themselves and in
predecessor.
the people aroun~ them which
The
members
of
the
breeds optimism that the many
commission shall elect their own
problems of their society can be
chairman by majority vote of
solved within their lifetime.
the entire membership. The
Idealism-the belief that people
chairman of the commission
of all races, creeds and
shall, from time to time. call
nationalities can live in pea.ce
me~tings of the commission.
without the threat of war and
The mem bers
of
the
unilateral
destruction
commission shall serve without
constantly hanging over their
Student Leaders
heads.
Conference
Our generation is typical of
youth. Our idealism for a truly
These . are the discussion
groups to be offered at the
great society surpasses that of all
past generations. Todays' youth
Student Leadership Conference.
is more aware of the problems of
Plan to attend one group in the
humimity and they are much
morning and another group in
more outspoken about the
the afternoon.
inj ustices and inhumane
activities happening around
. Morning and Afternoon
them.
But too often this sacfed
I . Finances - Treasurers should
idealism is stifled or forgotten
sign up for this group both
when the youth grows out of
morning and afternoon.
adolescence. 1 have often spoken
2. Social Activities
about many of the world's
3. Role of Students on
problems with people the age of
Student-Faculty
our parents. 1 have expressed to
Committees
them my feelings that true peace
4. Rei a t ion s wit h the
on earth could be attained only
Legislative Structure and its
through a complete and sincere
role
in
Campus
prohibition of the use of force in
Development.
all matters of national and
5. Dormitory Government
international policy. I have tried
0 f
a
6. 1 nit i a t ion
to convince them that risks
Faculty-Student Committee
would have to be taken to
for the Communication of
achieve peace, but the United
Grievances.
States, being the most powerful
7. Curriculum Growth
nation in the world, can afford
8. Commufer's Place at
to and must take these risks. My
Bridgewater.
idealism has led ~e to believe
9. Role of the Student Union
that a pullout of all U.S. troops
10. Communications on Campus
in Vietnam and a drastic cut in
II Write in any other topic you
military spending would be a
would like to discuss.

representitive
under
the
provision of ' this act. The
committee shall take into
consideration factors which may
be 'unique as to wach institution
or group of institutions and the
procedures promulgated need
not
be
uniform
for
all
institutions. Upon fullfilment of
its responsibilities under the
provisions of this section, the
committee shall be·disolved.
Any new procedure for the
election
of
student
representitives
under
the
provision of this act may be
established or any procedure in
effect at any time may be
BRIDGEWATER STATE COLLEGE
amended or repealed by a SEPTEMBER 18, 1969
VOL. I NO.II
majority vote of the student
body of the institution or group
of institutions for which the
change is proposed.
There has already been one
board of trustees meeting held at
the Mass. Maritime Academy.
No student representative has
been elected yet. The elections
committee has. not been chosen
withdraw from Vietnam and
by S.D. Bennett
yet so there are not procedures
drastically cut our defense:
BRIDGEWATER... This is the
budget. Pres. Mancini
established . for electing
formal opening of the academic
emphasized
that the road to
r,epresentative to the advisory
year and was a time for everyone
commission.
peace involved some risks but
to take another look at their
The next meeting scheduled
that the U.S. was the country in
goals. Dr. Weygand, the College
WILL BE HELD AT
the .position to take them ..
Marshall, expressed those ideas
BRIDGEWATER STATE
President Rondileau
and also that the adding of
COLLEGE OCTOBER 9, 1969.
introduced, the main speaker,
knowledge to the human spirit is
The governor is a bus}' man.
Dr. Harding. In the introduction
the real mark left by any
He has signed a bill giving us a
President
Ronileau discussed the
civilization.
vote on the board of trustees. It
studies and writings of Dr.
Senior Pres. Octavio
is up to the governor to appoint
Harding to show his eminent
Furtado introduced the senior
the elections committee. Once
qualifications to speak on
class officers; Owen Graf,
this is done the students can go
Civilized . Disobedience and
Patricia Rizzo and Lynn Regula,
about choosing a responsible . and then gave a short speech.
Thoreau .
representitive. It must be done
Pres. Furtado emphasized two
soon if students are to play an
things; first, to take advantage of
Dr. Harding discussed civil
effective part in . their relations
this last year academically and
disobedience as a political
wifh the board.
second, to break out of your
philosophy and as a divice to
shell if you're in one because to
bring about the repealing of a
go out into the world upon
morally unjust law. He pointed
graduation you must become
out that civil disobedience was
step toward the goal of world involved in things.
the deliberate violation of a civil
peace. But too often I have been
S.C.A. President J. Robert
law because of moral beliefs
told by these older and wiser Mancini introduced the S.C.A.
with a full intent C?f taking any
people that someday I will grow
officers Allen D. Cappella,
punishment that might result.
up and look at things quite
Geraldine Bresnalian and Paul
Dr. Ij,arding cited many
differently.
Hostick and then gave a speech
examples of civil disobedience to
about idealism. Pres. Mancini
show its place as a means of
My challenge to you, my
spoke about today's youth being
reforr.l today and explained
fellow students, is not to lose
more outspoken, more'
what was necessary to use it as !I
that sacred idealism that is so
knowledgable than other
means of reform. He warned us
prevelant in our generation.
generations. He pointed out that
to watch out for perpetual
Don't grow up in the sense that
we should · not forget our
objectors who would use civil
you will lose your cherished
optimism as we grow older, but
d iso bedience over and over
ideals, but rather grow up so
to put our optimism to work in
without using the procedures for
that you can put your optimism
giving peace a chance. Pres.
change in our government and
to work.
Mancini pointed out that his
for people who cry out for
The future of this country
own beliefs had brought him to
amnesty when they intentionally
(Continued on Page 12)
break t he law.
•.
the conclusion that we should

ACADEMIC

YEAR

OPENS

. Idealism ·A Must

REPORT: STUDENT UNION
BRIDGEWATER ... The new
Student Union Building will add
new life to the students of BSe.
There will be more shows,
activities and lounge facilities to
help get the students together. It
w ill also offer recreational
facilities for residents and
possibly end BSC' s days , as a
"suitcase" college.
The auditorium will seat
1500 people and it will have the
best and most versatile stage in
Southern Massachusetts. It will
be able to accomodate almost all
theater groups that may come to
Bridgewater.
Some of the backstage areas
include : three dressing rooms,
two make-up rooms, one
costume room, a band rehearsal
room, three practice cubicals
and a pit area below the stage,
and a large workshop for the
construction of scenery.
Our present auditorium
seats 750 and has none of the
above facilities.
Also for large public

receptions banquets and dances,
there will be a large function
room that will be able to hold
about 700 people. This room
will have access to the cafeteria
kitchen by way of elevator and
will be ideal for almost all
student functions.
This room will have sliding
petitions so that it can be
divided into three smaller rooms
for smaller groups. Two rooms
will hold about 200 people and
the other will hold about 250.
There are six various lounges and
two game rooms. They will be
used for pool, table tennis and
cards, although the final plans
are not known. They have
allowed for a few bowling alleys
under the auditorium, but
enough money has not been
appropriated to install them.
They hope that some day the
alleys will be installed.
The whole second floor
from the main entrance towards
Pope Hall will be for the S.e.A.
and club offices. There will be

ten S.C.A. offices and a meeting
room that· will seat 100 so that
more people will be able to
participate in · student
government.
There will be aT. V. studio
behind the stage in the
auditorium that will be able to
make video tape programs.
There are plans for connecting
several schools in the
Bridgewater area and our own
campus to a closed circuit
system that will be controlled in
this center. Also along the same
lines, there will be a radio studio
that will probably be
broadcasti[lg on FM. Both of
. these studios will be operated by
the · students with faculty
advisors. There will also be two
music lounges where the
students will be able to relax and
enjoy some music.
Al(;mg the auditorium there
will be an art exhibit area that
can be locked and also divided
into tnree smaller rooms.
(Continued on P~ge 5)
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EDITORIAL
Pass the Judiciary '.
The student government at Bridgewater is about to undertake
one of its most progressive steps. In the next few weeks S.C.A. will
deal with the passage of the Constitution of the Student Judiciary.
If the students of this school want to get out of an enforced
childhood the judiciary must be passed. It's time we took the
disciplining out of the hands of the personnel division and put it
where it belongs, with the students.
Our student government contains executive and legislative
branches but no judicial branch. Unless these judicial processes are
instituted and run by students our government cannot help but exist
in a make-believe world.
There is a lot of talk heard about there being an academic
community at Bridgewater. Until students aTe treated with the
respect they deserve and allowed to rule and discipline themselves
this will not occur. What will occur is a continued repression of
Students. Pass the Judiciary Constitution.
RMB

"t..J Ii II c! ONI<,
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The Consti"tution of the Stu~ent Judiciary
of Bridgew.a ter State College
I

Article I
Name
The name of the organization shall be the Student
Judiciary of Bridgewater State College.
.
Article II
Purpose
The purpose of the Student Judiciary is to adjudicate
fairly violations of rules and regulations established by designated
authorities within tqe college community of Bridgewater State
College. The system reflects the primary commitment of the college
to student involvement in the judicial process. Further, the Student
Judiciary represents a concept that the disciplinary process should
nQt be exclusively punitive but should in fact be an educational
process which fosters individual responsibility .
Article III
Structure
Section 1: The Student Judiciary shall consist of seven Justices, one
to be designated as Chief Justice and the others as
Associate Justices.
Section 2: All Justices shall meet the following requirements:
a.
not be on academic probation during the
semester in which he or she is nominated or
serves.
• b.
be judged to have the necessary qualities of
maturity, character and familiarity with the
college.
c.
be at least second semester Freshman ,at the
time of their nomination and at least first
semester Sophomores at the beginning of
their term in office.
d.
be, if nominated for Chief Justice , at least a
first semester Junior at the beginning of the
specified term in office.
Section 3: Appointment of Justices
There' shall be two methods of obtaining' nomination for
a.
the Seven Justices positions: indirect nomination, and
direct nomination
Direct Nomination
b.
1.
Up to three Associate Justices may be nominated
by direct nomination.
.2.
A qualified student ' shall be empowered to seek
direct nomination through the following method.
(a) The student seeking direct nomination must
circulate nomination papers among the
. members of the student body. To initially
qualify for nomination, the student seeking
nomination must obtain the signatures (by
name and class) of 25 % of the current
under-graduate full-time enrollement, with
at least fifty signatures coming from each of
the four classes of the college. No student
may sign more than one set of nomination
papers for Direct nomination to the Student
Judiciary.
Indirect Nomination
c.
1.
Under regular circumstances, the SCA Council
elected to serve for the following year shall
nominate the Chief Justice, the three Associate
Justices. If the possible total of three direct
nominations is not forwarded to the SCA Council
elected to serve for the following year shall
nominate the Chief Justice, and three Associate
Justices. If the possible total of .three direct
nominations is not forwarded to the SCA Council
elected to serve for the following year, then the
SCA Council shall be empowered to nominate
additional Associate Justices to fill the required
number of six Associate Justices.
2.
A qualified student may obtain indirect
nomination through the following method:

Section 4:

Section 5:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

Section 6:

Section 7:

Letters to
the Editor
/

Graphology

In 1893 FrederiCK Jackson
Turner propounded the frontier
(a) The SCA Council elected to serve for the
hypothesis, stating that the
following year shall meet in the spring
frontier had a significant effect
previous to the beginning of their servic~
in shaping The American
and, . by simple majority vote, send
character. The expansiveness of
nominations for three A~sociate Justices and
the American character may be
the Chief Justice, as well as Associate Justice
a ttributed to this historical
pOSitions not filled by direct nomination,
incident.
along with such nominations up to three
If you would like to expand
which have been received through direct
your horizons, 1 have the hobby
nomination, to the President of the ~ollege.
for you. If you would like to be
(b) The President of the College shall have the
popular, 1 have a suggestion for
right to veto any of the seven nominees,
you. The suggestion is to take up
either direct or indirect.
the science of graphology as a
(c) Vetoed nominees may obtain appointment
leisure time activity. Graphology
over the veto by a subsequent 3/4 vote of
is the science of determining
the SCA Council elected to serve for the
character by analyzing the
following year. Otherwise, the Council shall
strokes in one's handwriting, he
submit new nominees through the same
has this particular character
process to replace the vetoed nominees.
uait. In handwriting analysis the
Nominees' approved by the President of the
d.
qualities of being over-sexed or
College or approved by a vote of the SCA
oversocialized stand out like sore
Council elected to serve for the following
thumbs.
year over-ruling the veto of the President of
- To the more enterprising of
the College, shall be appointed Justices of
my readers I would suggest
the Student Judiciary, and shall serve for
conducting a search for books
one year.
on Graphology. The books,
e.
Justice positions vacated in any manner ' however, are few and .far
before the end of a term in office shall be
between.
filled through the same process.
A nyone interested in
After approval of the appointments, the Student
obtaining further information
Judiciary shall be independent of the SCA Council; and
about handwriting analysis
is responsible only to the President of the College.
should contact Peter Maurano
Removal of Justices from Office
on campus.
To initiate the removal of a Justice from office, a
petition of charges of some malfeasance in office by an
Student le.dership
individual Justice signed by 10% of the current full-time
Tentative Program
undergraduate enrollment must" be presented to the
Student Cooperative Association Council.
8:30- 9:00 a.m.
If the Student Cooperative Association Council
Registration and Coffee Hour
determines that the necessary signatures have been
Tillinghast Hall
obtained, it shall conduct a referendum of the student
9:00- 10:30
body on the question of removing the indicted Justice.
Orientation Meeting
The total vote of any such referendum shall be no less
Horace Mann Auditorium
than 40% of the current full-time under-graduate
Greetings from SCA Pres.
enrollment , in order to be considered for final action
Administration
against the indicted Justice.
Keynote Speaker
In a referendum receiving the required minimum number
Miss Basulla Ntillan
of votes, 2/3rds of the total vote must be in favor of
10:45-11:45
removing the indicted Justice for the referendum to
Seminars and Workshops
succeed.
Boyden Hall
A removed Justice shall be disqualified from
12:00 noon
reappointment to his position, or to any other Justice
Luncheon- Tillinghast Hall
position, for the rem~inder of the term for which he was
Presiding
appointed to serve.
J. Ro bert Mancini, Pres.
The Student Judiciary shall be empowered to appomt a
S tuden t Coo pera tive
Chief Clerk to carry out the clerical work of the
Association
Judiciary, to issue and read complaints, to act as
Speaker
Treasurer of the Judiciary and to otherwise see to the
Mr. Lawrence Kane
efficient operation of the Judiciary. The Judiciary shall
Director of Public Relations
be further empowered to select such Associate Clerks as
Brandeis University
may be n~cessary to assist the Chief Clerk in his duties.
Director Human Life
The Judiciary may remove any Clerk from office at any
Commission Washington,
time and at their own discretion.
D.C.
The Student Cooperative Association Attorney General
1:30-3:00 p.m.
shall act as general advisor to the Student Judiciary,
Seminars and workshops
concerning legal and other aspects of student rights and
Boyden Hall
judiciary decisions, and shall be allowed to attend
3:00 p.m.
executive sessions of the Judiciary.
Plenary Session
Horace Mann Auditorium
(Continued on Page 4)
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New Bedford Teachers -Strike

by Faye Collins
New Bedford ... the pickets signs
read : 'New Bedford-and
- educational Appalachia; a
Mentally Depressed area .. .' '300
Teachers will leave New Bedford
by the end of the school year.
School committee do you care?
100 left last year.'

And so the New Bedford
teacher's strike began, with
teachers boycotting classes and
picketing in front of schools and .
through downtown New
Bedford.
Long in their dispute with
the New Bedford School
Committee, these striking
educators violated an injunction
issued last year calling on them
to 'cease and desist' from a work
stoppage.
this resulted in a number of
contempt of court proceedings
to be taken against the teachers.
the issue revolved around a
2 2-mon th con tract dispute
between the New Bedford
Educators Association (NBEA)
and the New Bedford School
committee.
The teachers are quick to
add that a major complaint lies
within the fact that there was a
lack of good faith at the
bargaining table on the part of
the School Committee and
Mayor Edward F. Harrington.
Teachers were striking for:
1. A limit of . 30 pupils per
classroom.
2. Better liason between the
School Department and all local
Social agencies.
3. A committee to recommend
new materials and supplies for
the elementary curriculum.

teachers kept away, and closing
nine schools, and leaving those
open in futile chaos.

I was asked along with other
college students still in New
Bed ford to substitute at
Normandin Jr. High School.
With a homeroom of 38
students, no attendance records
or bell schedule, it was
impossible to know who was
tardy or not. Adding to the
confusion, the bell system was
faulty.
NBHS runs on a 6 period
day WIth a long tourth perioo,
consisting of three 25-minute
lunch breaks. I had six classes
that day and that included my
only break at 12:00 for 25
minutes for lunch with my class.
This was customary for the
teacher I replaced .
The eighth graders were
already accustomed to riding
rough-shod over the subs who
were not given any class
schedules, att,e ndance records,
seating plans, lesson plans or
supplies and who were not
authorized to pass out books.

by Dave Wilson
BRIDGEWATER ... 'A · professor
should not take advantage of his
position in the university for
political activity,' says Dr.
Enrique Serrano, one of the
newest, and certainly one of the
most candid faculty members at
BSC. Dr. Serrano, who is an
Assistant Professor of Spanish,
admits to being involved in

Wednesday, Sept. 5, marked
what was to be the opening of
all New Bedford public schools,
with 170 of some teachers
refusing to report to their
classrooms. .
At the Campbell elementary
School where eight teachers
were absent, 49 first graders sat
in the gym under the supervision
of a sub because their portable
classrooms and teachers had not
come in.

lDAY
SERVICE
7 :30 A .M.-6:30 P.M.
Sat - 10 A.M . to 4 P.M.
1 hr. clean ing
Student Special
in by 3- out by 5
Shirt Service

My homeroom class filled
every chair-my 3 other classes
outnumbered the seating space,
with the larger boys sitting on
the windowsills, heckling the
striking teachers picketing the
school. During the lunch break, I
found that none of the other
sub stitutes were doing any
better. Most of these classes had
one regualr teacher and five
substitutes. Discipline was

child~en

impo~ible .

But,
through a few written
assignments and some class
conversations, I found that the
teachers were trymg to do a
good thing. The only textbooks
I found were paperbacks which
were falling apart with the same
contents I used there seven years
ago.
Classrooms were so
over-crowded that students sat
at my desk.
Teacher schedules were
crammed everyday as mine
was ... 25 minutes for lunch.

Not

one third of these
want to go to college.

Not half want to finish high
school.
At thirteen, their grammer,
knowledge of the world around
them and their ideas are what
they were when when they were
eight.
the strike grew in depth and
duration as 600 of New
Bedford's teachers boycotted
classes. The NBEA moved its
headquarters from the Holiday
Inn to the New Bedford Hotel
where they set up picket
schedules for different schools.
the entire city was thrown
in a circus-like uproar, with the
citizens taking sides for or
against the NBEA or the School
Committee.
Teachers were cited with
contempt of court proceedings
and members of the Schoof
Committee were summoned to
appear at court hearings which
were held last week in Fall River
Superior Court.
Teachers picketed the nine
out of thirty-one remaining

schools open ; parents began to
keep their unsupervised children
home. According to one teacher,
the Mayor came out supporting
one faction one day, the other
the next.
the School Committee
refused to negotiate until the
teachers went back to work until
the School committee finished
}Vhat the NBEA felt to be only 2
hours of negotiations.
Finally, on Saturday, after
nine days of the strike, the issue
and negotiations were settled
and teachers who were not due
in court on Monday were back
at. work. And the children were
back at school.
Perhaps with four School
Committee positions being in
contest this fall, the citizens of
New Bedford will think back to
the longest teacher strike in the
history of the Commonwealth·
and select those who will work
in conjunction with the
Educators Association rather
than against them.
And , perhaps, eventually
New Bedford teachers will be
able to tear off the bumper
,tickers on their cars that read :
'New Bedford Schools Need
Help.'

Doctor Enrique Serrano

5. Jointly planned new
curriculum. However, the School
committee found it hard to
gather a quorum to meet with
the NBEA. The teachers have
been adamant about meeting
only with a quorum since last
spring.

Free Tote- Bag
with every $5
dry cleaning order only
COLLEGE TOWN
CLEANERS
278 Broad St. Bridgewater
Rte. 6974636

12 year old intelligent, quick
learners are thrown in with those
waiting to tum 16 and, drop out.

My smallest class seemed to be my 4th period study hall-30
The students do not seem to
students, but 1 later found that a be placed in divisions; rather, the

4. Getting rid of worn and
outmoded text books.

New Bedfon! High School
closed its doors at 10:30 with 35
teachers absent.
On the second day, the
number of striking teachers rose
to 225 closing four elementary
schools.
On the third ~ay , 315

handful belonging t"o that
division, knowing they were to
have a substitute, took an
extended lunch break.

Dr. Enrigue Serrano
politics on a n~tional scale in his
native Spain, but insists that
political activity and educational
pursuits must be kept separate.
'A professor's job,' he says, 'is to
be a g~od professor, to learn
more, and to subject the student
to an intellectual process whose
main purpose is to humanize the
student's reasoning, to' instruct
him in the essential values of
life.'
When questioned about his
political activity, Dr. Serrano
frankly replied that since he w~s
being interviewed as a professor,
he preferred to keep the
emphasis on education. He did
say, however, that in 1966 he
was interviewed for a position at

•

the LondonSchool of Economics'
which was to deaf with the
subiect
of
'Contemporary
Spain,' but it was deemed that
he wasn't radical enough for the
job.
Dr. Serrano received his
Ph.D. at the University of
Madrid, and served on university
faculties both here and abroad
before coming to Bridgewater.
He first came to the United

States in 1960 as a Fullbright
Professor
at
Columbia
University, and went from there
to the University of Florida to
conduct Ph.D. seminars. On his
return to Spain he was one of
the professors responsible for
the foundation of the Spanish
Democratic Party, and was
awar.ded a fellowship by the
International Organization for
the Freedom of Culture, which
was headed by Bertrand Russell,
to assist in the seminar of
Ramon Aron at the Sorbonne in
Paris. He has also held positions
of the faculties of the University
of Heidelberg and the University
of Bristol, England, and taught
at a California State College
befpre assuming his current post.
When questioned about the
differences a student here and
one in Europe faces , Dr. Serrano
said that there was more
emph~is on social studies in
Europe, and it is more popular
to be a financially poor student,
for there exists a certain
'contempt' for the rich student,
the student with a car for
example. 'A student has a special
status,' lfe continued, 'as there
are prices for students and prices
for everyone else.' He feels that
a European student in one
respect is closer to his professor
than his American counterpart ,
yet in some respects is more
distant also. He explained that
this is because a young person
attending the university in
Europe does not have many
to
speak
opportunities
personally or privately with his
professor but at the same time
the professor is held in such

great respect that a bond is
formed. He further clarified this
by describing the attitudes of
the people associated with
European universities. There is
on campus, like you have here,'
Dr. Serrano explained, 'because
a
campus is
actually
a
contradiction. the word means
'open field' while college means
'colleagues,' colleagues who are
close, of course, who read

together,
for example. In
Europe, the emphasis is on
cloistering, as 4n a monastery,
where the word originated,
which suggests fraternity and
cooperation, an atmosphere of
enlightenment.
In
such a
university everyone is a student,
be he a professor or Rector OJ
whatever. There is a mutual
affection for they are all alike in
. (Continued on Page 5)
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Reply From the Eighth Grade
NEW BEDFORD ...What are the
ideas of those who will pick up
at BSC a few years after the
present enrollment leaves off?
These future undergrads are
now back in Junior High School,
and like their brothers and
sisters who preceed them, they
have very difinite ideas about
the world around them.
These responses are from a
group of eighth graders in tne
New Bedford school system, as
they were asked a number of
questions to wl]ich their replies
are printed in the spelling and
grammar that they chose.
It may be of interest to
know that these responses are a
sample taken from ninety eighth
graders (ages 12-15 , averaging
13). They are city children,
predominately Portuguese and
Puerto Rican; however there
were no Negro children among
them. they were asked:
1. What does the word
~Communist' mean to you?
to me it simply means
another form of government
different than our own. Don't
knock it! though I don't agree
with it, think of what the
Chinese think of Democracy.
'It means a person who is out of

his mind. When Hitler was living
they tricked people to go to
these showers. Instead they were
gas chambers. They are wicked
people.
tough establishment. rulers.
school committee.

government and don't believe in
good clean living. People against
freedom.
Communist describes a country
where there is no capitaljsm. It is
usually a dictatorship. The
people are brainwashed by the
government to believe only what
the government wants them to.
Communists are likt: all the
mean boogies you see on TV.
They fake you out into thinking
like them and the next thing you
know you've got a bullet in your
back and either you're on a
cloud or in Hell! Just like that.

Who is your most admired
American hero and why?
Superman. Because he saves
people and is real strong and
powerful.
Abe Lincoln. He had the strength
to walk 3.4 miles to return 4
cents.

To me, Communism is the
opposite of Democracy in that
the people don't have a say in
anything. The only likeness is
that whatever the government
does always turns out wrong.

John Paul Jones because of his
bravery and daring..he never gave
up.

The word Communist means
foreign.

BRIDGEWATER ... Open to the
entire (and we mean freshmen as
well as upperclassmen) student
bod y is the Leadership
Conference sponsored by the
Student Cooperative Association
(S.C.A.) The all day Leadership
Conference to be held Sat. the
27th of Sept. is a tremendous
opportunity for all concerned
and confused students to discuss
with the leaders of Bridgewater
the College's growth and
development as well as its
problems.
Present will be members of
the faculty and administration
who will inform and explain to
the students the intricate
mechanics of the College of
which we are not aware. Acting
as chairmen will be the student
leaders. Also attending will be
two nationally recognized
speakers.
Miss Bassilla Neilan, a youth
consultant and recipient of'
several community awards, will
keynote the conference. The
luncheon speaker, Dr. Lawrence
J. Kane of Brandeis Uni:versity is
the new and first Executive
Director of the Human Life
Foundation of Washington, D.C.
Dr. Kane is flying from
Washington to address this
conference.
The one last and most
important element necessary to
make this conference a sucess is·
YOU to ask the questions and
discuss. Help improve and'
un d erst and OUR college
community by attending the
Leadership conference.
We need waitresses to help
serve at the family style
luncheon (I hour long) served
f or tho se attending the
Leadership confreence. The
conference will pay the
waitresses ($2 an hour). If you
lIe interested in being a waitress,
please contact Sue Soares, Ext.
373, Rm. 204, Great Hill Dorm.
For those who can type we
appreciate any help in typing
out the information needed for
the discussion groups. Call Jerry
Bresnahan, Secretary of S.C.A.,
in Pope Hall if you are interested
in typing.

Mental people who try to rule
others by force, making them do
things against their will. Real
cheap people who only think of
themselves.
I think of a spy or something
like that.

A communist is a poor man
that goes for the country that
promises more. but who will also
do what are told even if it is
crazy..

OuI

A communist is a person who is
against 'American way of

CommunIst-person or group of
persons following rules to which
they have no freedom, They
can't speak, think, or write what
they feel : some just don't want
to. Some say it is a 'better' way
of life to have a leader who
thinks for them.

communist-facist,
socialist,
supporting a e:overnment of the
gov., by the gov., and for the
gov. only.
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The senior class will sponsor its Senior Weekend on Friday,
September 26th and Saturday, September 27th. Starting off the
weekend on Friday' evening will be a mixer with the renowned
Techniques. The mixer will begin at 8:00 and the price ."will be
5l.00.
On Saturday evening the feature attraction of the weekend will
appear. Dennis Yost and the Classics IV of 'Spooky' fame will sing in
concert .in the gym. The concert will begin at 8:00 and the price will
be $2.50 in advance and $3.00 at the door.
So let's all support the Senior Weekend and help make this one of
the most enjoyable weekends of the year.
MALE, , . ,HELP WANTED
MEN NEEDED TO HELP UNLOAD BANANA SHIPS AT FALL
RIVER STATE PIER, FALL RIVER, MASS. EVERY THURSDAY.
MEN WILL BE HIRED AT 7 :30 A .M, AT THE FALL RIVER STATE
PIER THURSDAY FOR ONE DAY'S WORK' THE PAY IS $4.25 AS
OF OCT. 1, PER HOUR.
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CALL 993-4522 MON, THRU FRio
BETWEEN 8:00 A,M , AND 5:00 P.M.
NEW BEDFORD STEVEDORING CO.

Leadership
~onference

My Grandmother Loved Freshly
Made Ice Cream. So Do I. That's
Why We Make "Satin" Daily .
Come Down And Try Some,
Central Pharmacy
Central Square
Bridgewater, Mass.

Smokey the Bear because he put
out fires.
I respect Clara Barton because
she gave a good start to the
hospitals of America.
Mike Collins for staying alone
with no one to talk to in the
wilderness of space.
Nathan Hale be~se lie has the
courage other men"haven't got.
Martin Luther King is the hero I
most respect and admire .. He
overcame the hardships a Negro
has and stood up for what he
knew was right. He was the only
person I've ever cried for when I
heard of his death.
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Abe Lincoln because he did more
for our country then anyone,
because he free the slaves which
I think was right. he fought for
what he believe in.
Davy Crockett He came a long
way from a log cabin to help his
country a lot in battle he was
brave.
The person I would most like to
be would be Neil Armstrong
because I think it would be
coragious to be the first man on
the moon.
I dig Rocky Marciano!

John F. Kennedy. I'd like to be
like him because I thiIik he did a
lot of good for this country and
he was a good American.

Student Judiciary
(Continued front Page "2)
Section 8: The Chief Justice shall have the following duties:
to preside over all Judiciary sessions and
a.
hearings, except that whenever the Chief
Justice shall feel in regard to a particular
controversy that some personal interest
makes it unwise for him to preside, or
whenever he is prevented from doing so by
reason of illness or other like contingences,
he may select , after consulting with the
Associate Justices, a Temporary Chief
Justice and be excused from presiding over
that particular trial.
b.
enforce the Judiciary Constitution and
Codification.
c.
see to the strict protection of the rights of
the defendant.
d.
determine Charges of contempt of court
against individuals disrupting or obstructing
the Judiciary.
e.
call special sessions and hearings.
call executive session, with the concurrance
f.
of the Associate Justices.
g.
limit the questions which an individual
Justice may ask a witness.
Article IV
Powers
Section 1: The Judiciary shall have sole jurisdiction in all cases,
except civil and criminal, involving individual and group
, "
violations imposed by student governing groups and by
the college, in cases not involving suspension or
expUlsion from the college.
Section 2: The Judiciary shall have jurisdiction allowing it to
recommend suspension or expulsion of students involved
in exceptionally serious offences to the President of the
college. If the President declines the recommendation to
susperwl or expel the students involved, then the case
shall be returned to the Judiciary for disposition within
the limits of the punishments allowed to the Judiciary.
Section 3: The Judiciary recogllizes that the jurisdiction of
disciplinary powers given to it is delegated by the
college, but that also, once delegated, that power rests
solely with the Judiciary , and will not be interfered with
by any element of the college community , The Judiciary
does not recognize disciplinary authority as residing
anywhere in the college community except with the
President of the college, the dormitory house boards and
the Judiciary itself.
Section 4: The Judiciary reserves the right to petition any member
or organization of the college community to appear
before it, and to submit any records or materials
pertinent to the disposition of a case under its
consideration. Persons conducting defense and
prosecutlon cases shall have the right to direct the
Judiciary to call witnesses and/or records and materials,
and to cross-examine witnesses.
Section 5: Punishments
a.
Punishments should be related to:
1.
The severity of the offence
under consideration.
2.
Repeated offences of the same
or different types by the
defendant or defendants.
b.
Punishments whi.ch may be levied by the
Student Judiciary shall be: Verbal
Reprimand, Written Reprimand, Work
Detail, Monetary Fine, Social Probation,
Social Suspension, Disciplinary Probation,
Suspension and Expulsion, as defined in the
Codification of the Student Judiciary.
Section 6: The Judiciary shall have the power to punish contempt
of court or perjury within the limits specified in the
Codification of the Judiciary ,
The second half of the Constitution of the Student
Judiciary will be completed in the next issue of the
Comment .
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Put a C'ouple of
Feet in Your Mouth

HILL

BRIDGEWATER ... On
first
glance it might seem as though
things are going to be totally
different at Great Hill this year.
Vandalism, excessive noise, and
littering up the dorm are' low so
far this year. the proctors are
being more reasonable and the
dorm constitution is in the
process of being changed.
A'
closer
examination
however,
reveals
the
unmistakeable marks of the
Great Hill we know and love.
During the first two days the
freshmen as usual went to class,
ate their meals and the rest of
their time was spent in their
rooms. On Tuesday night the
9th, at about ten o'clock the
'annual
freshmen
men's
ge tot o-k no w -0 ne-another
gathering' was held . Some of the
group happened to wander down
to lower campus to the area of
the girls dormitories, but it was
clearly an orderly procession.
The
upper
classmen
who
accompanied the freshmen kept
the group in complete control
but it seems some of the girls got
the mistaken idea that it was a
'panty raid' of all things, and
started to throw down all sorts
. of things on the ground. The
freshmen men ' are to be
commended ~r not leaving the
things on the ground. These
concerned BSC men showing
. their resourcefulness by picking
up the litter and brought it
back to Great Hill as souvenirs
of 'the get-to-know-one-another
gathering.' They also cleaned up
at the girl's side of Great Hill
and returned to the dorm as a '
motley crew shouting 'up with
freshmen' and'frosh power.'
The men of Great Hill now
know one another after a night
of comparing souveniers and also
bartering the same. They now
got down to the serious business
of asking the upperclassmen
which prof's the hardest, which
courses are the hardest, how are.
the girls and does anything go on
here on weekends.
During the first weekend
more marks of the oJd Geat Hill
carne out. On Friday night a
impromptu
cultural
rather
festival was held in the vicinity
of the Great Hill watertower. A
. rather· sudden appearance of the
campus police turl!ed it into a

cross country workout at about
8:30 and at 8:45 or sa the
crowd at the , mixer increased in
size. The mixer was a great
financial success but the reviews
by the Great Hill residents were
mixed and , depending on
whether the resident walked a
girl back or not, the mixer was
good or bad.
Later Friday night it was
rumored that a couple' of
upperclassmen , but not Great
Hill residents, gave the girls
dorm
at
Great ' Hill
a
demonstration in the use of
visual aids. It was also rumored
tha,t a good crowd came to the
windows to view this rather
cultural event.
On Saturday night some
upperclassmen 'participated in
another one of Great Hill's
cultural events, a harmonica
and slide whistle get-together in
front of the two dorms. Those
clean -cut American boys are to
be commended for showing
everyone the feelings the Great
Hill residents have for clean
wholesome wit and music.
It looks as though the old
Great Hill will never die, it just
becomes harder for an outside
observer to perceive.
The minutes of the faculty
council meeting published in
the last issue of the
COMMENT have not yet been
accepted by the faculty council
and may be subject to change,

DON~T

FORGET

B&J

SANDWICH SHOP
CENTRAL SO.

'THE BIGGEST SANDWICH IN TOWN
30" AMERICAN SUB $1.49

Scheduled
Meetings For
The Board'
Of
Trustees
October 9, 1969

.Bridgewater State College

November 1-3, 1969

.Fitchburg State College

December 1, 1969

. . . . . . Framingham ·State College

January 8, 1970

.Boston State College

February 12, 1970

.Massachusetts College of Art

March 12, 1970

.Worcester State College

April 9, 1970

.Westfield State College

Bill Baird

May 14, 1970
.North Adams State College
Bill Baird, outspoken
June II, 1970 .
.Lowell State College
opponent of the present birth
control laws in MassachUsetts
July 9, 1970
.Salem State College
will speak Thursday, Sept. 18th
at 7 :00 p.m. in the ' Unitarian
The following are the names of the members of the Board of
Church. The church is located Trustees who sho~ld be present at all of these meetings:
near the Administration
Building.
On Sept. 23rd at 7:00 p.m.
there will be a panel discussion
Mr. John Cataldo,
Dr. Kenneth R. Fox
representing viewpoints in favor
Chairman
Captain John S. Keating
of the p.resent birth control laws
Mr. Howard C. Smith,
Mrs. Thomas D. O'Connor
with those who have raised
Vice-Chairman
Henry Scharoff, Esq.
critical questions about their
Mr. William-Aubuchon Jr.
Mrs. Sol W. Weltman
existence. This panel discussion
Mrs. J. Girard Chandler
Mrs. Spengler
will be held in the facilities used ,
by the Chameleon Coffee House.

1{amparts
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STUDENT UNION
(Continued from page 1)
The cafeteria is probably the
m 0 s t striking part of the
building. I t will be the round
room . on the side by Tilly. This
area will comfortably seat 900.
The kitchen area is the entire
ground floor area of the end
wing by Pope. I just hope the
food is as good as the cafeteria.
Besides the cafeteria there is
a snack bar which will seat ISO.
In the spring and fall, deck
chairs and tables will be placed
out on the terrace and around
the reflecting pool at the back of
the building.
The Bookstore will occupy
most of the first floor directly
above the kitchen, an area
already considered too small for
the type of store needed in BSC.

There are several offices for the
speech, drama, and music
departments.
As of September 12 the
workmen had caught up to their
scheduled time, although they
~re not ahead. Most of the
progress can be easily seen. They
have about all of the electrical,
duct work and plumbing
installed. Most of the help have
been moved to the auditorium
so that that area can be
completed on the outside and
they can work there this winter.
This is the area where they
haven't finished all of the
electrical and plumbing. The
building will be completed in
June 1970 and finished during
the summer. The building will be
open in September and formally
dedicated in October.

Dr. Serrano
(Continued from page 3)
that respect. The Rector has
complete jurisdiction, which
means no one may interfere
from outside the university,
including the police. There are
no university police (students are
regarded as intelligent and
responsible people who don't
need police in the school, which
is an outgrowth of the 'cloisture'
concept.')
Dr. Serrano was impressed
with
the
emphasis
that
Bridgewater's
administration
puts on the community of the
school, which reminded him of
the European university. He said
he was very concerned with
promoting the Hispanic studies
here at Bridgewater because of
his belief that the future of this
country is very much related to
connections with Latin America,
as he pointed out there are 250
million
Spanish
speaking
people ~n our border to the
south, and to maintain a proper
cultural balance it is necessary to
educate oneself in the culture of
others.
Regarding the college itself,
Dr. Serrano remarked, 'I don't
think that Bridgewater State
College has enough cultural
'activity- a serious handicapbecause intellectualization is not '
, enough for the formation of a
student's personality.' He feels
that
the
students
should
organize their own ,cultural
society, and ask the professors
to meet with them and discuss
things informally, and this is an
idea . that most students would
welcome. 'A more intimate
dialogue is needed,' he said, 'and
this could be arranged.'
The dormitories are an
important
consideration
in
cultural activity, according to
Dr. Serrano, for they could
sponsor films, poetical recitals,
discussion panels and similar
endeavors. He deplored the
'specialized intellectual animal'
who does not become exposed
to the wider interests of life,
instead preferring to limit
himself to one specific area.
Dr. Serrano was asked if he
had any hobbies. Gazing at me
from behind his dark glasses, he
answered without hesitation,
'Hobbies are for people who
hate
what
they
do
professionally.
love
my
profession. My profession is my
hobby.' Dr. Serrano is a very
frank man.
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Ground left to right Zastustes, Rooth, Jackson, Feio , Fanning, Lynch , Foustowkos, DeMarco , Waters
2nd:Gerard Williams, mgr., Frost Lefort, ~uller, LeFavor , Pirrello, Monticare , Cobb, McGrath, Kelly, Vail , Clifford, Coach Mazzafew
Standin~:Braun, Appelt , Logan , Houghton, Hickey, Reardon, Silva , LeConte, Higgins, Ronayne , Trippi, Rafferty, Cauley , Matheson , Coach Lozaro

Ground ·Game Will Pace Bear's Attack
BRID GEWATER. : . As the
Bridgewater State football team
prepares for its September 27th
opener at Bates. Head Coach
Pete Mazzafero cited a lack of
experience and depth in the
internal line as their major
weakness, but is counting on a
strong running attack to pace
the Bears' offense.
A problem has arisen in
both the offensive and defensive
lines because several veterans,
expected back this year, did not
return for various reasons. Not
back from last year's squad are
starting guards Leon Weinstein
and Tony Tringale, as well as
defensive linemen Bob Graziano
and Joe Conolley.
Mazzafero particularly
noted the tragic loss of an
outstandipg tackle Tom Cook ,
'who was killed in an auto crash
last Christman, "Tom was a
good solid tackle both
offensively and defensively, and
we'll miss him badly."
Sophomore center Phil
LeFavor and senior tackle Jerry
Indekacafo both mainstays from
last year's starting offensive line
are expected to stabilize an
otherwise shaky area . LeFavor
will double as the kicker , again
handling extra points. Junior
Bob Brinkly is slated to start at
the other tackle while
sophomores Gordon Appelt and
Pete Higgins will hold down the
guard spots.
Bill Mathison, .after a fine
year last year, is back at splir
end , and is expected to be a
primary target in the Bears'

passing game, Freshman Mark
Rayone - A guard at Canton
last year, has made the transition
to tight end, and will start there.
The
strength of
Bridgewater's offensive attack
centers around a vete'r an
backfield , ' although the
graduation of quarterback Paul
Stella has left a gap there. Stella
last year threw for twelve
touchdowns as well as running
with the ball.
In the quarterback race,
sophomore Jimmy Waters has a
slight advantage over freshman
Vince Hickey who is out
temporarily with an elbow
injury. Both~ have good arms and
can throw the bomb , something
which the Bear's attack has
lacked . in the past few seasons.
Inexperience is the . main
problem here.
Veterans George " Hawk"
Sullivan and Jim Federico are
back at the halfback slots and
should supply the punch in the
Bridgewater offense on the
ground. Also slated for action is
sophomore scatterback Rich
Rothe who saw plenty of action
last year as a kick returner.
Back at fullback after a year
.away from the football wars is
another veteran Pete Rowe , a
big, strong runner. Adding depth
at fullback are Dan Cobb and
Brian Frost, a transfer student
from the University of
Bridgeport.
Coach Mazzafero expects to
go with the same offense that
brought the Bears to a 4-3-1
record last year. "Our attack will

go with the short passing game,
and we'll try to get Sullivan and
Federico outside," commented
Mazzilfero. He added "We
should get about three yards a
carry out of Rowe, up the
middle."
When asked what kind of a
season he looked forward to,
Mazzafero stated , "I think we'll
improve as the season
pro gresses." Of · course any
improvement will depend on
how rapidly Waters and Hickey
mature at quarterback .
Waters hasn't played since
his senior year ' at St. Mary's of
Lynn, and freshman Hickey is
right out of Catholic Memorial.
Even with two ex-parochial
school boys vieing for the signal
calling job, help must come from
elsewhere than above. The most
practical place would be from an
inexperienced line which must
prove itself under game
conditions.
BET WEE N "T H E
UPRIGHTS- This year each
home game will feature a special
program including : Fraternity
Day, Homecoming College
Football Centennial Day , and
Parents' Day. . . In the last three
years B.water teams are 12-10,
9-6 ,over the last two years. Last
year football enjoyed the best
winning percentage of any
Bridgewater sport.. . The

Bridgewater
News

biggest man on the squad this
year is 220lb. freshman Dave
Lecane. . . Coach Mazzafero
expressed his concern with the
flunkOlit rate among his ball '
players. Stella wa~ the only
senior on last year's squad.
Mazzafero feels that football
does not deter greatly from an
athlete 's study. With only 1Y2 hrs.
of practice daily, he places the
blame on gridders who ·simply.
don ' t book it.. . Because
Bridgewater oUers nothing to a
football player except low
tuition and a chance to play,

Why

~o

B-Ball

Courts on Hill
BRIDGEWATER ... Last
year the Athletic
Fee
committee allocated $1200.00
for the construction of a
50' x 100' basketball court and
$300.00 for equipment (baskets
and backboards) . This court was
supposed to be built during the
summer and now many students
are asking what happened.
Recently Dean Deep issued
the following information.
The parking lot extension
and the court were supposed to
be built at the same. time
because if the company had to
bring their machiner up twice it
would cost more. There was a tie
up in funds for the parking lot
extension so it has delayed both
jobs. Dean Deep didn't have the
authority to allocate any more
funds so he was forced to wait.
The court will be built when
the money is available, hopefully
very soon.

many good athletes are steered
away from the lead of the Bear.
Consequently we are forced to
play teams that have new
football programs. Funds appear
to_' be the main deterrent from
eorraling good 'football players,
but then mayve the boys in
Boyden Hall just don't like
contact sports.

WRA

Activities
By Linda Blais
BRIDGEWATER . . . The
Women's Recreation Association
has planned a variety of
activities this semester. These are
open to all women on the
campus who wish to take
advantage of them. Field hockey
games will be held on Mondays
and Thursdays from 4-5 PM.
Golf is held on Mondays also,
from 4 - 5. Modern dance on
Mondays is from 6-7:20.
Aquabrytes meet on Wednesdays
from 7 - 9. On Sept. 24, WRA
w ill sponsor the traditional
Freshman Follies, in which
freshmen from different dorms
c9mpete in skits. The Follies will
begin at 7 : 30 in the gym to be
followed by a Hootenanny.
Refreshments will be served. On
Sept. 27-28 WRA is holding a
bike hostel to Manomet.
Students will leave Bridgewater
Saturday morning at 9, stay
overnight at Manomet , and "
return at noon on Sunday. It is
hoped that all women will take
advantage of the wide variety of
activities being offered by the
WRA.
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Straight From T'he ''T''
BRIDGEWATER .. .It's still
early in the year and we haven't
had any major sports events to
report upon as of yet; however
we're gathering the staff and we
shall be ready to launch a year
of fine sports reporting. This
year we shall have better
coverage of games, with fresh
information.
The reporting staff features
a close knit group of James
Doody, 110m Steele, James Rosa,
Frank Cullen, Joel Wiessman and
Tom Gilmartin. Newcomers this
year who shall give us first hand
ne~s on WRA are Cindy Curry
and Linda Blais.
Usually the paper will be
released in the latter part of the
week, and you'll find coverage
of last weeks games and previews
of ones to come. Keeping in
close contact with the school
athletic department we. shall be
able to get varied opinions from
the people there , so that the
reader may become well aware
of this interesting phase of life at
BSC .
Unfortunately , too many
people diddle around in their
back yards and never get out to
see a game, a meet, or whatever.
Understandably not every
sc;:hmuck on campus wa~ts to
attend football games, basketball
games, track meets, or any of
the other athletic events, but
certainly more than the few that
do arrive must have interest in
the sports here. You would qe
appalled at the number arriving
on a crisp fall afternoon to view
our college football games. I
could get more kids for a game
of touch football behind the
dorm.
W hat.' s the pro b I em?
Certainly you people are aware

'of the programs. Why, one
doesn't even 'have to pay to get
into home football games.
The Athletic department got
the shaft when budgets were
announced for school year
1969-1970. A few thousand
dollars was cut out altogether.
The department can not
function at optimum capacity
with the limitations placed upon
them by the "money boys."
Coach Yeskewicz is going to
be doing the duties of swimming
coach at BSC this year. By next
issue we should have an idea of
his plans. Besides coaching
swimming he will be in charge of
the men's intramural program
which has grown large in the last
three years under the guidance
of Coach Mazzaferro.
The gridiron is resounding
with the crash of tumbling
bodies against the turf. .. wait a
minute, and back up . What turf?
Psst, listen and promise to tell
everybody the athletic fields at
B.S.C. are iQ.ferior to any I've
ever seen except for those at a
Goodwill camp. I worked for
one summer. The word is "We
just can't seem to get the
appropriations ." Somebody
should drag their friend Senator
So and So down for a quick visit
of the murky combination
fieldhockey, football , baseball,
you name it "field."
The school is pushing for a
library and completion of the
Student Union, but let's get on
the stick for sports , too .
Address any suggestions to
the Sports Editor. I welcome
any enthusiasm in most. forms .
C.atch ya around next
week . . .
T . Williams
S p,orts Editor.

Yeskewics To
Lead Intramurals
by Jim Rosa

C orrey Powers

Cross Country
·Preview
by Tom Steele
BRIDGEWATER .. .The 1969
BSC cross-country team finds
itself under the guidance of !I
new coach, Mr. Ed Calabrese , a
1968 graduate of BSC. While
attending school at Bridgewater,
Mr. Calabrese also ran
. cross-country, qualifying him for
this arduous task. Mr. Calabrese
is incorporating modern
techniques in the training of his
runners. They are required to
keep a daily record of weight,
distance run , pulse beat , etc.
Last year under Coach
Knudson the team pulled a little
short of the .500 mark, because
they lacked depth. This year's
"team is cOrrip-osed of eleven
runners in comparison to the
eight last year of which several
were disabled throughout the
year because of injuries. ,
Those returning from last
year's team are Captain Dave
Layton (senior), Ed Raynsford
(junior), Corey Powers
(sophomore), and Tom Steele
(sophomore). Corey Powers,liist
year's outstanding runner hopes
for an even better season this
year.
- New to the team this year
are Jeff Livingston (sophomore)
and treshmen Kim Crowley, Paul
Branigan, Richard Keney, and
Steve Mullen.
Good luck to the
team.

Swim
Exemption
Test
BRIDGEWATER
To
meet the swimming requirement,
all freshman women and
transfers must either pass the
swimming exemption test or
take swimming during their first
year on campus. Testing time is
now available, 8-9 any day, by
appointment individu4l1y.
"Between-classes" time is
also by individual appointments:
9-10
Mondays
10-1
Tuesdays, Thursdays,
Friday
1-12 Monday, Wednesday,
Friday
2-3
Wednesdays
3-4
Tuesdays, Thursday
The above hours are
available until October 31. ' For
further information, see Miss
Rugen.

Football
S~hedule

1969
Sept. 27
Oct.
4
11

18
Nov.

Co-captain Fanning

25
I
8
15

Bates Away I : 30
Frostburg State
Home 7:30
Maine Maritime
Awayl :30
Hudson Valley
Away 1 :30
Nichols Home 1:30
Brockport State
Home 10:00
Curry
Home 1 :30
Trenton State
Away 1:30

BRIDGEWATER ... The newest
member of the BSC coaching
staff, Mr. Joseph Yeskewicz, has
assumed the post of intramural
director, previously held . by
Coach Mazzafero.
Mr. Yeskewicz indicated
that more than adquate funds
have been allocated to the
program and he feels confident
that this year's program will be
equally successful as last year's.
The administration of the
program will consist of Mr.
Yeskewicz the director, two
Sport
flag football
Autumn foul shooting
swimming
basketball
Winter volleyball
bowling
softball
Spring golf
track

student directors, and the team
managers. As of now there are
no student directors but anyone
interested should apply to Coach
Yeskewicz in person and they
w ill work for a salary
throughout the year.
The Coach urges more
people to participate in the
program and also that
fraternities and other
organizations on campus
organize and compete in the
program.
The program will consist of
the following sports:

Type of TournameI).t
Dates
Round Robiri
*Sept. l6-Nov. 14
Tournament
Nov . 17-24
Meet
Nov. 17-24
Round Robin (league) *Dec. l-Mar.8
Tournament
*Mar. 10, 20
Tournament
Feb. l7-Mar. 8
Round Robin
*Apr. 8-May 15
Tournament
May I
Meer
Apr. 20
*The first date listed is
the deadline for. the
team rosters.

Co-captain Lynch

ASK THE COMMENT
Send :J,uestions to "Ask the
Comment", THE COMMENT
Office B.S.C., Bridgewater, Ma.
02324, or drop them off in THE
COMMENT office. Ask THE
COMMENT about college life,
curriculum, or any matters
concerning student affairs.
Q. Where is our footbridge?
A. A preliminary investigation
at the college has revealed that
$300,000 was asked by the
architects to build the
footbridge. The proposal was
turned down by the state
because the bridge was too .
ornate . We understand that
$ 125,000 has been allocated and .
a reporter is now researching
beyond our college sources so
that in the near future the full
s tory will appear in THE
COMMENT.

Q. How does an interested
student get on a student-faculty
committee?
A. Submit your name and that
of the committee you are
interested in to any elected
S.C.A. official. S.C.A. President,
Bob Mancini, is interested in
getting the committees staffed
with students as soon as
possible, S3 when he gets your
name you should get an
immediate response.
Q. What's the best source of
information abou t the college?
A. You have the answerin your
possession, your student
handbook . It is the best source
of information about the
college. Every student should
read the handbook, and
especially the S.C.A.
Constitu tion.

Cast of 'The Taming of the Shrew'
e~~~~~~iO : :: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :: : : : : : : :D.GRe~f:

Lucentio . • . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • •.... • . . . . . . . . . R. Colburn
Petruchio .•.....• •.••.... . .•.....••.•..•.• • . . . . . . . . . R. Armour
Gremio . . • . . . . . . . . . • • . • • . . . . • . . . • . . . . • . . • ..•.•.•.... H. Ward
Hortensio .•..••.•.•••••..•..•.....•.. . •.... . .. •• •..... F. Blue
Tranio . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. • •.... • ..•..... • . • . • . J. Romano
Biondello . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. T. Gallagher
Grumio . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . .. •. . . . . . . . . . . • B. X. Hurley
Servant . • . . . . . • . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .J. Orwell
Haberdasher ....•..•. '" . • . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . .J. Swift
Tailor . • . . . . . . . . . •.. . ••......•.. .... ..•.•....•. .. •. J. Romano
Katherine . . . . • . • . . • . . • . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . M. B. Adams
Bianca . . . . . . . .. •...... . •....•.•.... •. . . . . . . . . • . . B. McDermott
Curtis . . • . . • . • • . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • J.C. Medeiros
Widow . • • . • • . • . • . . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . . . . . . . C. Perkins
Hortense . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . C. Faxon
Servants ••.••...•..•..•....•..•.......•.••••.......• R. Martin
J. Nawazelski
Townsfolk • . •..•.••.•.• .. •.• '• . ••••...••...•. .•. .•.••. O. Possi
S. Morey
C. Candido
D. Bandana
C. Sweeney
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Sophomore Mixer
by Terry Williams
BRIDGEWATER . .. Friday
night the social calendar was
officially opened at B.S .C. with
a bang. The largest crowd ever
turned out at Kelly Gymnasium
for the mixer staged by the
Sophomore Class.
The several officers and
committees who worked so hard
to make the mixer a success
were rewarded for their efforts.
The class added over six hundred
dollars to their savings account .
Playing that evening were
the Neptunes, a group made up
of college guys from the
surrounding locale . Things were
dragging when the band played
the opening number at 8 :00 ;
however, towards 9:00 the beat
began to pick-up and suddenly
there was a waiting line at the
door.
On hand to greet everyone
were Pres. Rondileau , Dean
Deep, Miss Ashe, and Miss
Drinkwatei. Also there was Mr.
Myers from the history
department. who is one of the
advisors for the sophomore class.
Everyone seemed to enjoy
the mixer except for J .C. who
complained about a lack of
space for dancing. Admittedly
the floor was jam-packed, but is
this not .a sign of success?
Thankfully, there were no
disturbances and at twelve
o'clock the place was deserted
save for Mike, the custodian,
bUllY at his work.
.

/

CHIPPED BEEF ON TOAST

by Dave Wilson
BRIDGEWATER
American college students and
their troubles with
institutionalized cooking go
back a long way - all the way
back to 1639, in fact. It was in
that year that Harvard students
complained bitterly that the
hasty pudding they were served,
which was prepared by the wife
of the school's master, contained
"goaes dung," and the mackerel
was served "with their guts in
them." Bridgewater students, in the 129 year history of the
school, have never openly
revolted against the quality of
the food they have received, and
in general have accepted the
fluctuations that are normal
with institutionalized meals.
They have not always remained
totl!.lly passive, however.
Miss Amy Glidden was a
member of the Class of 1893 at
what was then Bridgewater State
Normal School, and she
remembered the students of her
class chanting the following
poem as they left the dining hall
on Tuesday, the day they were
usually served "Junk Stew":
"Old Horse, old horse, how
came you here
You've carted stone for
many a year
And now, worn out with
much abuse,
You're salted down for
Normal use."
Some i27 years earlier, in
1 666, students at Harvard
College were also · composing,
and the comments they
prepared, written in biblical
text, inspired a "Butter
Rebellion" at the school. Some
excerpts from the inflammato;y
address went like so : "Behold!
Bad and unwholesome butter is
served unto us daily . .. ·our
butter stinketh ... give us
butter that stinketh not." A
similar revolt in 1805 resulted in
half of the student body being
(turn to page 9)
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CHIPPED BEEF
(continued from page 8)
suspended,
Typical of the dishes served
in those days is the bill of fare
from Yale, where the meal
consisted mainly of salt beef and
dry cod, with stewed oysters
served on Sunday mornings.
What sounds as bad, or worse, is
corn meal mush with maple
syrup, and that was served to
students of this school in 1907.
Apparently the meal that
triggered the greatest negative
response, however, was tripe. A
female scholar here in 1914
recalled the mass exodus that
took place from the dining hall
every time that tripe was served.
What is the most unpopular
meal at B.S.C. today? Miss A.
Girouard, Boarding Hall Mgr. at
Tillinghast, replied without
hesitation: liver. Mr. Charles
Glynn, manager of the Great Hill
cafeteria agrees, and adds that
lamb isn't far behind. The
response to these meals has been
so bad that it's doubtful they'll
be served again.
Roast beef and roast turkey
are the two most popular dishes
on campus today . Steak is also a
favorite, but the high cost of
good steak results in its rare
appearances on our tables.
Miss Girouard, who has been
with the college since 1938,
took this reporter on a brief tour
of the kitchen one afternoon last
week to see how the food is
prepared. A total of 35 women
are employed by, the cafeteria,
half of which are working at any
one time because the kitchen
operates on a split shift. The
women are constantly hurrying
back and forth because the
pressure from one meal to the
next is gre:>t (the cafeteria feeds
500 for breakfast and supper
and over 1000 for lunch). On
the afternoon of my visit the
kitchen was sweltering from the
heat of the ovens combined with
the hot weather outside. There
was no relief, inciden tally ,
because the Tillinghast kitchens
have no air-conditioning, and the
women were engaged in
preparing 270 Ibs. of Roast Beef,
300 Ibs. of potatoes, as well as
numerous side dishes, such as
700 Cream Puffs, for the evening
meal.
All pastries and most of the
bread is "home-made" at Tilly,
and home-made anything is a
rarity at most colleges and
universities today .
Mr. Glynn, who has been
with the college five years, has a
total of 3S years experience in
food service and has worked at
Holy Cross Northeastern and
Harvard University. Great Hill's
cafeteria, unlike Tilly which is
state operated, is managed by a
private concern . Wilbur's Food
5Ji:rvice, which is Glynn's
employer, and this results in
certain differences between the
two cafeterias. For example, Mr.
Glynn can "shop around" for
quality and good prices in food
while Miss Girouard is restricted
to suppliers who have won State
bids.
Mr. Glynn's dining hall at
G rea t H ill is actually an
innovation because the original
plans for the Hill induded a
separate building housing a
cafeteria - a plan that was
somehow scrapped ("we'll have
one in two or three years," says
Mr. Glynn). What was originally
planned and designed to be a
trunkroom was hastily

renovated , and you eat in the
result. The reason you eat off
paper plates and use plastic
utensils at the Hill is simply
because there are no facilities to
dean plates and silverware.
Meals used to be quite
formal here at B.S.C. - the
students would file into the
dining 'hall at one time, stand
around the tables, which were
served by waitresses, and say
grace before the tinkling of a
bell signaled the start of the
meal. In the early part of this
century grace was said by the
ranking man, followed in later
years by a moment of silence ,
before one sat down to eat.
Bridgewater has always been
fairly liberal about food in
comparison to some other
institutions of higher learning.
Oberlin College, for example,
used to forbid the use of tea,
condiments, butter and even
• meat. The students protested for
eleven months against the
no-meat rule, and the
administration finally relented,
but a faculty member at the
same institution was fired after

he brought a pepper shaker to
the dinner table. Wellesley was
another school strict about diet,
and the girls of that all-female
college were not allowed
between meal snacks and were
permitted only fruit in their
rooms.
If there is one meal that is
almost universally hated, it has
to be ch'ipped beef on toast, or
more commonly called S.O.S. It
looks bad, tastes worse, and to
make the situation more
deplorable, it is usually served
for breakfast. There is a story,
which this reporter heard from a
reliable source, that some four
years ago a quiet revolt took
place in the Tillinghast dining
hall when half of the students
walked out rather than eat
chipped beef on toast, and ever
since the management has been
extremely reluctant to serve it.
"I've had students ask for it
says Mr. Glynn, "and I've told
them that I'll serve it, but right
beside the place on the menu
that says chipped beef on toast
will be their names, so everyone
will know who to go after."
Amen, Mr. Glynn .

MIDNIGHT COWBOY
by Joan C. Medeiros
Ever since the emergence of
motion pictures, the American
au d ience has accepted and
adored the stereotype; the
sex-symbo.ls, compulsive
do-gooders and do-badders, the
tough guys ... Sure they are
popular, but how difficult is it
to play oneself? Likewise their
respective movies reek of this
mediocrity. When one goes to a
Doris Day flick (well, there are
some people who DO go), one
expects just that: the perils of a
pristine virgin pursued by every
lecher in moviedom, performed
in overtones of saccrine and
nausea, uncomplicated and yet
as hung up as the viewers
themselves.
However, by chance, some
Aq uarian talent descends upon
the screen scene, and, by chance,
America notices. (More often
they are ignored because of
failure at the box office.)
Bogart, Hepburn, Guinness,
Olivier, ... and now Dustin
Hoffman in Midnight Cowboy.
Hoffman who reached public
acdaim with The Graduate,
manages to escape his former
character, B enj amin, and
himself, to give an excellent
portrayal of the crippled
conman, Ratzo , who exists
barely on cunning, pride, and his
goal to reach Florida . Cliches
like "moving performance" and
"unforgettable" would be
inadequate to describe his
presentation of a physically
degenerating victim of the city.
Moreover, not to be, taken
lightly is the performance of
newcomer, John Voight as Joe
Buck, the would be hustler.
Resembling Glenn Campbell,
luckily for us, he rises above the
former's inadequacies in True
Grit to give a sensitive and oddly
naive characterization.
Midnight Cowboy is not a
western, but an expose of the
cancerous growth within the
American society - the city.
And the city (in this case New
York) is a prison oJ people:
alcoholics, psychopaths,
conmen. homosexuals, perverts
religious fanatics ... But to

Buck, a handsome, obvious
Texan, the city is his brothel.
Like most males he is hung up
on the sexual-prowess-makesthe-man syndrome. New York
City is just teeming with lonely,
rich gals who would just be
begging to sleep with him.
Through fashionable flashbacks
fused with the haunting lyrics of
Nillson's ballad, "Everybody's
Talking at Me" we are able to
piece together Buck's
background, particularly an
unhappy sexual relationship.
But, alas, Virginia, the city is not
paved with gold and Buck
manages to get himself conned,
most notably by Ratzo. By fate ,
tlley meet again. To appease
Buck 's wrath, Ratzo offers him
shelter at his room in a
condemned building and a
pledge to set him up in the stud
business. Although poverty
wears on them, especially on
Ratzo 's health, it is a binding
forc e and for the first time each
one is needed. Despite his
failures, Buck still retains his
coun try innocence and vitality,
but in addition secures the
realization that being a stud isn't
for him. Ratzo, on the other
hand, is a loser and dies miles
away from his goal on a bus
bound for Florida.
The acting is obviously the
highlight of the film. vet the
excellent photography must be
singled out. Although at times
obscure (the only weak point of
the film) the flashbacks are
hurled at the audience
simultaneously with the running
action giving the illusion of
tapping the character's thought
wave. M::>reover, each scene
contains social comment. For
example, a shot of a Right
Guard Deodorant l advertisement
points out the absurdities of the
clean c::>nscious American
society which has sacrificed
peaceful co-existence for
comfort. There are a few nudies
for those that need it , but even
those bear (excuse the pun)
significance. Of course, Midnight
Cowboy is a restricted movie,
rest ricted , however, to the
aware.

~

EXCUSE ME WHILE I DIE
Although this column was
going to discuss Flirting Gerta, a
recent visit to a neighboring
hospital has changed my mind.
By the way, you can use all
those leftover candles for either
your "Edgar Allen Poe Reading
Night" of your "Hugh Hefner
Recreational Evening."
But getting back to the main
theme I would like to relate to
you my experiences of last
Saturday. I was working at a
su permarket and sliced my
thumb with a casecutter ( a
simple manual machine with a
razor blade on the end) around 8
AM. Having had an ample
sufficiency of cuts in my life [
realized that this was no
ordinary one. [ came to this
conclusion while [ was wiping
the blood off my forehead
where it had spurted to, having
been released from the confines
of my digit. [ reported this to
the grocery manager and he
drove me to the emergency
room of the hospital. It was
there that the fun started as [
reported to the desk. The
following conversation ensued.
"Good morning, I'd like to
have a doctor look at my
thumb."
"All right,
married?"

sir. ---Are

you

"No,"

"Are you 21?"
"No. "
"Well, we have to contact
your parents to get permission
to treat you."
"Oh fine. Then would you
please dial 6-4238 as fast as your
index finger can move?"
"I'm sorry but you'll have

to go into the office over there.
They'll want some information
on you before you are treated."
It was at this time that
several thoughts began going
through my mind . What if my
mother wasn't home? What if
the line was busy? What if my
head was split instead of my
finger? All of this time of course
my thumb had continued to
bleed despite the jim dandy
Scott paper napkin which [ had
wrapped around it.
"Come in please, I'll be with
you as soon as I finish this paper
and clear my typewriter."
(S minutes later)
"Well, now can I help you?"
"Yes, would you call my
mother and ask her if she will let
you save me?"
"Fine but why don't you
call so that she won't get upset."
"All right, already, just give
me the phone."
"Here you go." "Uh, why
don't you use your other hand
to dial so you won't get blood
all over it?"
Being naturally endowed
with unlimited abilities I reached
my mother dialing opposite
handed, she out of the goodness
of her heart, gave them
permission to treat me. But even
now 1 was not to be concerned
with. First I had to give them
my life history and the n wait till
the man in front of me was
finished. Finally it was my turn
and S minutes later [ was all
stitched up an~ ready to return
to work. I got back just in time
for lunch hour! I think that next
time I'll either use a band-aid or
visit the Singer Sewing Machine
Center.
G.
::
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BRIDGEWATER . . . A DEFINITE SCHEDULE FOR POOL AND GYM HOURS IN THE EVENING IS STILL PENDING.
SPECIFIC HOURS WILL BE POSTED NEXT WEEK.
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BLACK MOOC·HIE
An exerpt from ~MPARTS MAGAZINE, October, 1969 issue.
Copywrite 1969 Ramparts Magazine, Inc.
Excerpt from part one of the Black Moochie ,
a novella by Eldridge Cleaver
My youth the foundation years of my life.
Rose Hill Chinga
Neighborhood of fantastic people
People of my life
People of Rose Hill
You I remember and love.
Those of you who shared mutual
Hate with me
I forgive you
I beg you to forgive me
We need each other ;
We are all that we have
You live on in my memory ,
I've carried you with me all these years
I've carried you in love
To understand your lives
Back when our neighborhood was a prize-winning hamlet
Back when we wore the name Rose Hill with pride
Part of Los Angeles but whole unto ourselves
Wh!!"n Peter Chavez was killed in the war we all mourne4
We all came to see. his casket
,To make the wake with his family .
Peter was of us
Peter was Rose Hill
,Rose Hill Chinga.
When that car plunged over the hill
Going round the bend behind Burt's store
And crashed down on Mercury Avenue
The crash belonged to us all
It burned into our souls equally.
When Lupe's father was found dead
A part of Rose Hill was found dead
.A part of Rose Hill talked abou t itself

'Rose Hill Chinga
With Shanty pads squatting on mud hills
People of this earth trudging up muddy paths·
To their houses
Slipping and sliding in the mud
Walking on the grass to keep from falling, to keep one' s footing
Sweet smells of the earth when the grass was green
No smog in Rose Hill
Far from the Industrial heart of Los Angeles
A forgotten Hamlet
A peaceful spot
Site of home
A jealous love of our sacred ground
We were bound to each other
With what pride we owned the land
We knew Rose Hill as our own.
We' d bow down on hands and knees to kiss our dirt
The birds in the sky were ours.
The Housing Project was ours
The garbage collector!> once each week were ours
The milkman making his rounds in the morning mist of dew was ours
The mailman delivering the mail was ours
The Good Humor Man with his musical wagon was ours
The Helms Bakery Man with his musical wagon was ours.
The bus that ran down Mercury Avenue was ours
The planes flying overh~d were ours
The Catholic Church on Mercury Avenue was ours
The protestant Church on Boundary Avenue was ours
The Negro Church on Junipero Street was ours
The corn the old men sowed in the fields was ours
The walnuts growing wild in the hills were ours
The peaches growing wild in the hills were ours
The appri~ot trees in our yards were ours
The fires that burned the dry grass each year were ours
The beauty of our women was ours
The strength of our men was ours
The squeals, laughter and tears of the childlen were ours
We had a sense of ourselves
We said Rose Hill and we meant all things in it .

On the commuter bus from
B to B, with the wheels
screaming in my ears, I wish ... oh
what I wish. But I digress. This
column as a bit of meager info
about what is in Boston-for
those who haven't had the
opportunity to taste the gritty ,
gritty (air) of the ancient city. If
you only like to breathe or walk
on the banks of a clean river,
there isn't more to Boston than
pollution. Actually there is more
than pollution- indoors.
It isn't cause and effect
(although one might believe it),
but there is a great flowering of
creative 'and entertaining places
in Boston. The first such place
to come to mind is the
Proposition, at 241 Hampshire
St. in Cambridge. The ,
Proposition is an improvisational
theatre. The talent working
there is quite adept at keeping
the fast pace that they must
maintain for improvisational
theatre. The four people that
I've been able t6 see and watch
work closely (Josh Mostelle, Ted
Drachman, Judy Kahn, and
Elaina) are really capable actors.
The Proposition started with
a well planned program of skits
that were put together through
improvisation at rehearsals. 'Fhe
skits were topical, highly
satirical, and polished before
being presented to an audience.
Occasionally, straight
improvisation was used - with
the audience. The technique was
so successfull that the main
format is now improvisation.
The type of audience, and the
mood it, collectively , is in,
determines to a great deal the
success of an evening since the
actors work from suggestions
fTOm the sudience. So if you
want to have fun as, well get into
some heavy things, The
Proposition in Cambridge is my
strong suggestion. That's the
Boston bit, Thanks
jghm
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LEAPING LIZARDS

or the CHAMELEON Jumps

by Dan Reilly
BRIDGEWATER . . . Last
Friday night marked the
beginning of the Chameleon
Conversation Coffeehouse's
third year. The season opened
with a folk night. It was a sellout
by nine o 'clock .
Sitting in crowded
candlelight the audience was
captured by the soul soothing
songs of such familiar
performers as Bob Vaillencourt ,
Jim Palana , and Tony Caruso . A
pleasant surprise to all was the
new face and voice of Dan
Blanchard .
Other new talent included
Mike Madot , Wayne Sherman ,
and Michelle Leary , who pooled
their souls to milk the muses in
t he Chameleon's best filled
basement.
It was a night of good folk
for good folks .

Bob Vaillencourt

Jim Palana

WRA
Follies
BRIDGEWATER .. .
The Freshman Follies is a
tradition at Bridgewater.
sponsored by The Women's
Recreational Association , where
Freshmen from different dorms
compete for the best skit.
Each group of Freshmen
...,ill plan and produce a short

skit for the enjoyme nt of all. A
prize will be given to the group
with the most original skit , and
also to the group with the most
support.
A Her the skits there will be
a lootcnany ·. Refreshments will
• be served. Freshmen, get going
on your sk it. The time is ' near .
September 24 is the date . The
time. seven-thirty . The place,
Kelly Gymnasium.

Jim Palana

September 18, 1969

AFRO-AMERICAN ARTISTS
BRIDGEWATER ... There
seems to be no quarrel with the
fact that a sense of pride and
dignity must be re-established in
black citizens; the question
seems to be, how best can this
be accomplished?
As black people become
aware of themselves, their past
glories and their present rich
beauty, they then become aware
of their marvelous potential.
Thus, the National Center of
Afro-American Artists emerges.
The Bridgewater Fair
Practices Committee, Inc., East
Bridgewater Citizens for Better
Human Relations and West
Bridgewater Committee for
Human Rights, have joined
together. in an effort fo raise
funds to support' the National
Center of Afro-American artists.
During the Fall season there will
be a series of lectures.
On Friday, October 17,
1969, at the West Bridgewater
High School auditorium, (IPilbert
Caldwell, Superintendent of the
Boston District of the Southern
New England Conference of the
United Methodist Church will
lecture on white racism.
Mr. Caldwell was born in
Greensboro, North Carolina, and
was educated at Samuel Houston
College, North Carolina A&T
S tate University, Boston
University School of Theology
and Harvard Divinity School. He
is a member of the Executive
Board of the Roxbury
Ecumenical ' Center;
Metropolitan Committee of
Black Churchmen; Black
Methodist for Church Renewal
and the National Committee of
Black Churchmen:
On Thursday, November 6,
1969, at 8: 15 PM, at the
Bridgewater-Raynham Regional
High School auditorium, Boston
City Councilman Thomas Atkins
will lecture on The suburb and
the Inter-City.
Mr. Atkins was born in
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Elkhart, I ndiana, and educated
at Indiana University, Harvard
University and Harvard Law
School. He is on the Board of
Dire~ tors of the Urban League
of Greater Boston, the NAACP,
United Community Services,
A. B. C. D., Science Mqseum,
Boston Zoological Society and
Ford Hall Forum.
On Tuesday, November 18,
1969, at 8 : 15 'pm, at East
Bridgewater High School, Elma
Lewis, director of the National
Center of Afro-American Artists
and of the Elma Lewis School of
Fine Arts will be guest speaker.
'Her topic will be the Role of the
Arts in the Inner City. Born in
Boston, Elma Lewis was
educated in Boston public
schools, Emerson College,
Boston Unive,r sity, and
additio,nally has had specialized
study in the education of the
exceptional child. She is
member of the NAACP, member
of the Board of Urban League of
Greater' Boston, Committee for
Com m unity Education
Development, Rox bury
Multi-Service Center,
Metropolitan Council for
Educational Opportunity,
Citizen's Educational Advisory
Committe e, A.B.C.D. City
Missionary Society and a
member of the Advisory Council
of the State . Department of
Education. Miss Lewis has been
awarded many times for
enriching the cultural
background of children of
Boston, especially in the black
community . She recently
received an Honorary Doctor of
Humanities Degree from
Emerson College.
In 1968, the ' Combined
Jewish Philanthropies conveyed
the former Temple Tefila and
school in Roxbury, appraised at
1,125,000 to the school. The
cultural complex will iIiclude the
Elma Lewis School of Fine Arts,
Inc., which will accommodate
up to five hundred students in
the late- afternoon and evening
and on weekends. The morning
and early afternoon hours will

BLUES ON
YOUR MIND

see the school inhabited by 250
children from a state supported
public school. This building will
also include a six hundred fifty
used to love the Three Stooges
seat experimental theater which
By Jim Palana
and they didn't have half the
Every once in a while I pick
will be flexible in design to
permIt many types of
class of Laurel and Hardy. But
up a copy of TV Guide to see
they never changed. There was
presentations: Many of the
what's not going to be on
only one Moe, Larry and Curly .
television. Last week Jimi
rooms will have multiple
The Marx Brothers were
Hendrix
was
not
listed
on
the
purpose usage. The school
hippies long before we thought
Dick Cavett show, so I didn't
building will see significant
watch Dick Cavett, and of , of it. They excelled in civil
structural additon - a two-story
disobedience. But you'd call
high workshop for the teaching . course missed seeing Jimi
Harpo Marx today just another
Hendrix. To understand
of technical theater. In this
authorities these days you have speed freak. W.C. Fields would
workshop sets will be designed
probably turn up singing
to use reverse logic.
and built and the principle of
"Everybody Loves Somebody"
But I wish once in a whiletheatrical lighting taught.
on Thursday nights and ' never
that TV Guide would not list a
get any further. You're too cool
Marx Brothers movie on the late
for that, so you die of frostbite.
show so that one might turn up.
Don't you know insanity beats
It is incredible that a whole
back the blues any day?
generation of kids can grow up
But there you ' sit with the
without ever knowing the Marx
blues in your mind. You don't
Brothers.
seem to laugh much any more.
A II across the country,
Maybe it's because f;asy Rider
especially on college campuses,
and Midnight Cowboy and Last
there's been great revivals of love
Summer hold up a mirror and
for movies by the Marx Brothers,
BRIDGE WA TE R . . . The
show you there isn't much to
Mae West and W.C. Fields, the
Student Cooperative Association
smile about. Or else you laugh
matchless comedians of the 30's
will hold the first meeting of the
because you're expected to. Ed
and 40's. Maybe it's because
'69 -' 70 academic year on
Sullivan is holding up his hands
people
now
have
forgotten
how
Thursday, September 18, 1969
because Myron Cohen just told
to laugh and want to learn 'again
at 4:00 p.m. All SCA meetings
a very funny story and maybe
from the masters. Nowadays
are open for interested students
they put lunatics in hospitals.
you didn't realize it. Man isn't
to attend. They are held in the
the only animal who laughs, but
Seminar Room on the second
Thirty yeaTS ago they put them
he's the only one who has to
floor of the Administration
in movies. You like to watch an
have someone tell him when he
Building . .
artist who contents himself to
should.
The first meeting will be
stay in one bag and make that
Sometimes you have to cry
basically an organizational
bag his own, until you say, "Man,
and sometimes you have to be
meeting. President Mancini plans n (> body can do it like
mean, but you have to laugh
to discuss specific procedures for
so-and-so." But there aren't
more often than any thing else
the coming year and also the
many characters anymore.
in
order to stay together. Isn't it
initiation of some new student
Woody Allen and Peter Seliers
strange that the funniest and
and s.tudent-faculty
come close, and John Wayne is
best-loved movies of all time
committees.
such a gas in "True Grit"
were
made while a great
Under unfinished business is because he seems to realize that
depression and a world war
the proposed class constitution nobody can really imitate John
gripped the world? Too many
which was submitted at the end Wayne like John Wayne can. But
people have the blues on their
of last year,. In lIdditio]l, the how can y:ou identify with Bill
minds. Maybe it's because they
proposed Student judiciary Cosby now? His childhood is too
never saw the Marx Brothers.
Constitution will be presented to removed. He's a damn
Look out for an old movie
the Council although a vote and corporation executive now. The
now and then. It might be the
debate on it will not OCC\lT until Marx Brothers and W.C. Fields
funniest thing you never saw
at least the second regular were funny because they never
meeting.
in TV Guide .
changed, movie after movie. You
President Mancini plans to
(Continued from Page 1)
'call a legislative seminar on the IDEALISM
Judiciary' before it comes for a and the world is dependent on
nuclear war. We must strive for
vote in the Council. Because this everyone of us. Our idealism
the ultimate by putting our
is a major proposal. students will must be turned into peaceul
ideals to the test despite
have an opportunity to discuss it activism so that we may finally
formidable opposition. For our
at the SCA Discussion Hour on correct the many evils and
ultimate is an Aquarian ideal
Tuesday, September 30, 3rd injustices ' prevalent in our
which can truly happen. Let us
hour in the Auditorium
society. We must have ' go into the world remembering
the words of John Lennon: "All
Also under new business confidence in our beliefs and in
in cludes a motion on the ourselves so that someday we
we are saying is give peace a
. _
thr
t _
f __
chance."
h
d t_e_gT_O_w_ill-.:::g
reql,lirement of faculty advisors ._m_a..:;y_e_n__
_e_a_o
_ _ _ _ _ _ _-..,-_ _ _ __
to all clubs and organizations.
The SCEC Constitution will also
be presented to the Council for
,their approval.

seA

OPENS
a
SESSION

VERSE
CHOIR
TRYOUTS· B S C GRAD
JOINS VISTA

BRIDGEWATER
Dr.
Karin V. L. DuBin, of the
BOULDER .. . Joanne
Department of Speech £lnd
M. Crowley , 66 Colonial Road,
Theatre has announced open
Marshfield, Massachusetts, the
tryouts for membership in the
daughter of Mt. and Mrs. Joseph
Verse Choir. Any student who is
Crowley, is one of sixty-nine
interested in trying out will,
VIST A trainet!s who were
please, place a COllY of his
schedule in Dr. DuBin's mailbox, . rec en tly graduated from a
VISTA training program at the
which is in the English
University of Colorado.
Department on the second floor
As a volunteer in Service to
of Boyden Hall.
America, Joanne will spend one
The Verse Choir is a speech
year working with the Colorado
choir, not a singing choir. The
Council for Migrants and
choir reads both poetry and
Seasonal Agricultura-l Workers
prose aloud in an exciting and
dramatic manner. Its first • and Families in Boulder,
Colorado. Her activities will
program will be a Christmas
include establishing buying
presentation in the morning
clubs; working with community
. assembly on Tuesday, December
groups to organize for self-help
16.
housing; participating ' in the
Occasional programs will be
Head Start Program; and
given in the evening; while
conducting an adult education
rehearsals will be held twice a
program using community
week during daytime hours. The
volunteers.
reason for this arrangement is to
Joan ne graduated from
have participation in the Choir
Brockton High School,
fit the shedules of commuting
Brockton, Massachusetts, and
students and others who have
"received her Bachelor of Science
their evenings filled. The Verse
degree in Education from
Choir is a dlub, with .officers and
Bridgewater State College,
social as well as program
Bridgewater, Massachusetts. She
activities. It is supported by the
has done previous volunteerSCA .
work, tutoring at the
Watch . the Clubs Bulletin
Massach usetts Corre ctional
Board on the first floor of
Institute in Bridgewater and at
Boyden Hall for further
the Institute for Juvenile
announcements. Meanwhile,
Guidance in Bridgewater. SCA
remember that schedule card!

WHEN.?

